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Abstract— The proposed system is to secure the multimedia 

data in cloud environment.  The multimedia data are 3D 

videos, 2D Videos, music clips and Images. The proposed 

system can be used in private and public cloud. The 

advantages of the system are cost effective, less storage and 

robustness. The system presents the depth signatures for each 

multimedia content. These signatures are to protect the 

multimedia content. The uploaded multimedia contents are 

protected using these signatures, which is also called as 

content id or video signatures. When the video or any 

multimedia content are uploaded to the cloud environment 

then the unique id or the content id is generated to the files. 

The paper gives use of the signatures and its advantages over 

the existing technology. The Depth signatures have a many 

applications in identifying matching of the protected video. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Many recording equipment’s nowadays made easier to 

duplicate the multimedia data. For example consider the TV 

where the any user can record and he can again upload the 

same video or audio to cloud. This may cause the loss to the 

particular video owner. Many owners want to advertise their 

video and wanted to gain the profit from these 

advertisements. When the same video is made duplicate 

owner will lose his profit. In order to protect such loss 

content ID or video signature method is evolved. From 

which the owner will get the signature for his own data.  

These signatures are mainly based on the 

multimedia data, where the whole video is considered as the 

signature. When the signature is generated and made upload 

to the cloud it is checked with the previously uploaded 

video. When the same video is found the particular owner is 

alerted. 

The advantages of the proposed system over the 

existing system are, these require small storage, robust 

discriminating, low complexity efficient for matching and 

search. 

Our system is based on cloud computing 

technology. The cloud computing is one of the leading 

technology. It’s one of the internet based computing where 

it provides the servers, storage and applications  as a 

services. The services are delivered to the computers ant till 

to the large organization.  

The cloud mainly serves the services such as the 

Infrastructure-as-a-service, platform-as-a-service, and 

software-as-a-service. In our system when the large amount 

of the data needed to be protected, the cloud provides the 

good service. The computation of the proposed is easier in 

the cloud because it is cost effective and it provides both 

software and the hardware. 

The system can be deployed in private or in public 

cloud. The system is said as less cost because the proposed 

system is deployed in cloud and the cloud is meant for ‘pay 

as you use the model’. The system is said to be scalable 

because the multimedia data can be scaled up and scaled 

down. 

A. The contribution of the paper as follows: 

 It uses multi-cloud system for the multimedia data 

protection. The system provides the different 

multimedia data. 

 The depth signatures are generated for multimedia data 

 The copy identification of the illegal multimedia data 

is done and also when the same copy of the multimedia 

is found the owner is alerted. 

II. RELATED WORK 

A. Water Marking 

In order to protect the multimedia content many approaches 

have come. Among these, watermarking is also one of the 

approach. Water marking is well known technology in 

which some of the unique information is embedded in the 

content. This is a method where the watermarks are inserted 

into the multimedia and it is uploaded on to the hosting 

sites. This approach may not be suitable for the online video 

because in the watermarking technology the watermarks are 

inserted before releasing them in to site. It is restricted to the 

some of the restricting environments .Such as the DVD,CD 

etc. 

 
Fig. 1: The left figure shows the watermarking and the right 

figure shows the watermark is removed. 

Our method which follows the content based copy 

detection (CBCD), where the signatures are generated 

considering the whole media content. 

B. A Review of Algorithm for Audio Fingerprinting 

Many works are carried to find the illegal redistributed 

multimedia data. Audio fingerprinting is also among them. 

The audio fingerprinting depends on the mapping functional 

parts and it blocks the similar framework. 

The general framework of the audio fingerprinting 

can be seen in the figure 2. 
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Fig. 2: Audio identification framework. 

The above figure explains the framework of the 

audio fingerprinting. The fingerprint is extracted from the 

recording object. The matching algorithm matches the 

fingerprints that are extracted previously with the new 

object. Because the comparison is high and search can be 

expensive to compute. The system should posses the 

following conditions such as fast scanning, finding the 

correct object, with efficient memory and it also should be 

easily updatable. 

Many industries are uses the signature method 

example Youtube Content ID, Vobile VDNA and 

MarkMonitor 

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND OPERATION 

The figure 3 shows the architecture of the proposed system. 

The proposed system mainly consists of three parties such as 

the owner of multimedia data, hosting site and the service 

providers. 

The proposed system has the different goals such 

as accurate, computational efficiency, scalable and reliable 

and cost efficiency. 

The system is said to be accurate when it achieves 

to specifies copied multimedia data of large amount. And it 

is computational efficient, when the result is obtained at 

short time. And it is scalable and reliable when the system 

has the ability to scale up and down for the large objects. 

 
Fig. 3: System Architecture of multimedia data secured 

system in cloud. 

Consider the example where the owner as the Walt 

Disney and hosting site is YouTube and service provider is 

as audible magic where the Walt Disney wants to advertise 

their video in the YouTube. The service provider is the 

entity which offers the copy identification and alerts the 

owner. 

In the figure where one or more cloud service 

providers can be seen. The number of CSP is used because 

of its flexibility and its cost. 

The components and its explanation can be given 

as: 

 Distributed index: keeps the signatures of the objects 

which require protecting. 

 Reference registration: where signatures are created for 

the object that owner is interested in protection. 

 Query protection: where it creates signatures from the 

online down loaded objects which is called as query 

signature. 

 Object matching: comparison of the query signatures 

and the reference signatures are done. 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM  

The system functioning can be explained as the content 

owner particularize. The multimedia data that are need to be 

protected. Then the system generates the signatures of the 

multimedia data which are called reference objects which 

registers to the distributed index.  

Here the crawler is used to download the recent 

objects from the online sites which is called query object. 

Once the crawler component finishes the 

downloading of all objects and the signatures are generated. 

These generated signatures are uploaded to the matching 

engine. 

Where in the matching engine which has the 

uploaded multimedia data. In the distributed index 

compresses the query signatures v/s the reference signatures 

using the distributed operation. 

V. MODULES DESCRIPTION 

Hosting sites: The hosting sites are the preprocessing stage 

where the authorized user wanted to protect multimedia data 

in which the authorized user uploads the multimedia data 

into the particular site. The authorization is given by 

following the process like registration in the site. Here the 

authorized owner login onto the site where the multimedia 

data is uploaded in database. 

A. Creating Depth Signatures 

When the multimedia data are uploaded onto the hosting 

sites these data will give to the signature generation process 

using the hash code generation where the signatures are 

created. The unique signature which is hash key is generated 

for each file. 

The hash key is generated which is mainly on the 

content of the file. Where the each and every file gets the 

unique signatures. 

B. Multimedia Data Copy Detection 

Here the actual comparison of the generated hash key is 

mapped against the other files key. The repeated file key is 

found the copy is identified and it is alerted to the owner. If 

the new key is found then it is said that the file is ready to 

upload. 

C. Alert Owner 

When the multimedia data is found similar or the same file 

key is matched then the admin of the hosting site intimates 

the owner that the duplication file is tried to upload. 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

Illegal redistributing the multimedia data makes the 

significant loss the data owner. System need to find out the 

illegal made copies and alert to the particular owner. Our 

system presents the depth signatures for the multimedia data 

and alerts to the owner of the illegal redistribution of the 

multimedia data. The proposed system which supports for 

all multimedia data such as 2D video, 3D video, musics and 

images.it uses the multicloud approach which supports for 

private cloud and also the private cloud. The proposed 

system has many advantages compared to existing system. 
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